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BECOMING REPORTERS IN A CLIL CLASSROOM: 
DEVELOPMENT OF SHARED UNDERSTANDING OF 
TASK REQUIREMENTS IN GROUP WORK
“Interaction is the process 
whereby everything that 
happens in the classroom gets 
to happen the way it does. 
Let us make the most of it”
(Allwright, as cited in Coyle, 2002: 8)






























Students’ Engagement and Promotion of 




Meaningful / Relevant Contexts for Interactive 
















“We must understand learning before we 
can teach, we can only study teaching 
in reference to learning, and we can 





















2nd ESO students 






How a team of two students develop a shared 






Do students proceed according to the instructions?

 
What kinds of activities do students carry out in order 





ACCORDING TO ACTIVITY THEORY:

 
TASK: teacher-designed “material” used by the 
teacher to elicit the students’ knowledge.

 
ACTIVITY: what the students do in order to 
internalize and to perform such tasks in 
communicative ways.
STUDENTS’ DEVELOPMENT OF SHARED 
UNDERSTANDING OF TASK REQUIREMENTS

 
Students carry out several kinds of activities (as 
defined in Activity Theory) to develop a shared 




Task management (negotiation of task meaning, 



























Joint learning occurs as a result of the development of 
shared understanding of task requirements through 
























Contexts that promote interaction and thus 
negotiation should be encouraged: CLIL.
CONCLUSION
“Interaction is the process whereby everything 
that happens in the classroom gets to 
happen the way it does. 
Let us make the most of it”
(Allwright, as cited in Coyle, 2002: 8)
